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Most researches on tax planning in China adopt a methodology of focusing on 
specific tax practices. This is mainly determined by the very nature that, if the tax 
payers are to make any tax gains, researchers should closely follow their clients’ 
operational circumstances and due tax regulations. The real challenge lies in that, is it 
possible for us to summarize a set of basic principles of tax planning from those 
miscellaneous taxation details and planning technics, and to deal with tax issues from 
the perspective of corporate decision-making? 
This dissertation is dedicated to study the principles & practices of tax planning 
for Chinese enterprises on a business strategy level. In light of Scholes’ tax planning 
framework (Myron. S. Scholes, 1992), this paper conducts a general methodology 
research on tax issues with respect to enterprise compensation package, organizational 
forms, capital structures and reorganizations. Under a critical examination of existing 
tax planning researches & practices, this paper specifically analyzes the extra effects 
of nontax factors. The contents are as follows. 
Chapter 1 summarizes the tax planning researches in china and analyzes their 
inadequacies: short of comprehensive understandings of the tax system while focusing 
on the details of tax regulations, ignoring the nontax factors’ effects and detracting 
from operational contexts. The Scholes’ framework is then introduced, characterizing 
with multi-lateral approach, hidden taxes and nontax factors, which weighs the tax 
(including hidden tax) effects against the non-tax effects of a business transaction 
from the perspective of all relevant parties. 
Chapter 2 summarizes various treatments of income taxes, by comparing the 
effects of cost deduction, income taxation and tax rates on after-tax revenues. To be 
more specific, whether the cost is deducted immediately when the investment is 
undertaken or when its income is taxed, whether its income taxation is immediate or 
deferred, the tax treatment for the organizational forms undertaking the investment are 
all of critical importance to the income taxation. The existing case-study-setting 
methodology is effectively improved under this analyzing framework. 
Chapter 3 conducts a tax planning of enterprise economical compensation 
package under a general personal income tax. It, according to their tax treatments, 















salary and wage, fringe benefits (entertainment expenses) and share payment. A 
general personal income tax on monthly salary and wage is then introduced to 
integrate the implicit “social security tax” with a flat tax rate of 29.2%. In light of the 
relevant nontax factors, the enterprise should nicely apportion the yearly bonuses and 
monthly salary and wage, keep the basis of social security fees low, delivering a 
mildly excessive three employee benefits, and use the entertainment expenses as an 
important vehicle for income tax avoidance. 
Chapter 4 compares the tax benefits of enterprise organizational forms and its 
capital structures. The corporations generally have a tax edge over joint ventures in 
china, in light of their tax-deferring effect and special tax preferences for the 
dividends of listed companies. Moreover, the nontax factors add to their edge except 
particular cases such as the information asymmetry requiring Joint and several 
liabilities. Corporate debts once again save tax benefits, though facing stringent tax 
regulations and various nontax issues. The special cases of organizational forms and 
financial instruments offer more solutions to tax and nontax considerations. 
Chapter 5 gives a general analysis of tax planning for corporate restructuring. 
The traditional way of comparing contemporary and future tax burdens between the 
taxable and tax-exempt treatments is somewhat one-sided. Starting from the very 
basic point, tax deferring, of the special tax treatment, this chapter analyzes the extra 
effects on income tax treatments, of net operational losses and its carryovers, tax basis 
step-up of assets and the accounting goodwill on the side of the target firm. The 
special tax treatment does not necessarily prevail over the general tax treatment, 
especially when the target firm has no direct income tax liabilities whatsoever, or the 
special tax treatment limits the carryovers of NOLs of the target firm. 
This paper does not intend to be an explanation of tax laws or a 
catching-machine of tax loopholes; and it emphasizes the underlying legislative 
intents and taxation principles where the tax law details are inevitable. It aims at 
deducing decision-making models under general conditions from strict hypothesizes, 
so as to conduct an unusual quantitative analysis. In view of the complex business 
environments, most of the conclusions in this dissertation are tentative. 
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